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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109069) [ 
(Atitn: SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL SERVICES 

DIVISION) 

FROM: SAC, DALLAS (89-43) (P) 3° 

- SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION. .QE-PRESIDENT 
j JOHN FITZGERALO KENNEDY, week —_ 

C a 11/22/63, : : , 
a Oy 7 ‘MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING , ;,, 

R jy A ae + wale ee if R20 2004 

—“< ~  0:| DALLAS ee . 

oF chee 5 Re-Dallas teletype .to. the Bureau, dated 1/28/77. ~ 

LER Pr OY Encloséd- herewith for the Scientific and Technical 
al Services Division are the following two documents: 1. copy 

eh of letter written in Spanish dated August 18, 1975, .with 

:[ +~ -the'name of [the addressee marked. out; 2. copy of an envelope 

‘1 :"3 with the name of the addressee marked out, bearing the 

* / return address of P.S. Insurgentes SUR No. 30, Mexico, D.F., ~~’, 

ta" Mexico. . mS - ie 
wrt . en 

ust For the information of the Bureau, the above two 

~~», documents a1 made available by QB IRS, Dallas,   
Texas, on 1/27/77. Dallas is conducting an expeditious 

*,< investigation concerning certain allegations in connection 

“1 with captioned case and it is highly essential that Dallas 

2]. know the identity of the addressee of these two documents. 

a . \. The black markings over the addressee's name and 

<2 address were apparently placed over that information after 

}-- »-.-the-documents were copied with some type of marking pencil. 
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DL 89-43 

The FBI Scientific and Technical Services Division 
is requested to conduct appropriate examinations in an effort 
to establish the name and address of the addressee on these 
documents. (Visual examination by Dallas of the enclosed 
August 18, 1975, letter reflects that when the letter is 
-viewed at aj|certain angle, some of the underlying letters are 
partially visible. 

The FBI Scientific and Technical Services Division 
is requested to conduct the aboves‘requested examination on io: 
a most expeditious basis and teléphonically contact the poy 

: Dallas ice arK ? FBIHQ, Extension // 
, of the results. The Scientific and Technical Services ; 

Division is jalso requested to translate the August 18; 1975, — 
- Spanish letter. IRS has already tentatively translated 
same ‘and atopy of this translation is. enclosed.-.. <=1. 
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